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at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IllinoisABSTRACT The bacterial flagellum is a self-assembling filament, which bacteria use for swimming. It is built from tens of thou-
sands of flagellin monomers in a self-assembly process that involves translocation of the monomers through the flagellar interior,
a channel, to the growing tip. Flagellum monomers are pumped into the filament at the base, move unfolded along the channel
and then bind to the tip of the filament, thereby extending the growing flagellum. The flagellin translocation process, due to the
flagellum maximum length of 20 mm, is an extreme example of protein transport through channels. Here, we derive a model for
flagellin transport through the long confining channel, testing the key assumptions of the model through molecular dynamics
simulations that also furnish system parameters needed for quantitative description. Together, mathematical model and molec-
ular dynamics simulations explain why the growth rate of flagellar filaments decays exponentially with filament length and why
flagellum growth ceases at a certain maximum length.INTRODUCTIONIn many living systems, proteins need to be transported from
where they are synthesized to where they are needed.
Protein transport often requires unfolded proteins to pass
through narrow pores or channels. Examples of protein
transport systems are SecY (1) or the mitochondrial translo-
case of outer membrane and translocase of inner membrane
(2). Translocation can be driven by passive diffusion (3) or
by active, i.e., energy-consuming, transport (4). Much theo-
retical research has focused on protein translocation through
pores (3,5–8) and channels (9,10). The bacterial flagellum,
which allows bacteria to propel themselves (11–14), is
a unique class of protein transport systems in that the con-
ducting channel is considerably longer than the translocated
protein (15).
The flagellar filament is typically L¼ 10–20 mm long and
is built from tens of thousands of flagellin monomers
stacked in a helical pattern leaving an interior space, the
channel, as shown in Fig. 1 (16,17). Each repeat of the helix
involves 11 monomers and a rise of 52 A˚. The flagellin
protein, Protein Data Bank code 1UCU (17), consists of
494 amino acids. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the four
flagellin domains, D0 (residues 1–55, 451–494), D1 (resi-
dues 56–176, 402–450), D2 (residues 177–189, 284–401),
and D3 (residues 190–283) (17–19). CD0 (residues
457–494) is an a-helix at the C-terminus, which comprises
the inner surface of the filament channel that has a radius of
R ¼ 10 A˚ (17).
The flagellum is a self-assembling system. In the basal
body, which anchors the rotating flagellum to the cell
membrane (20), a type III secretion system pumps newly
synthesized, unfolded, flagellin monomers into the flagellumSubmitted September 16, 2010, and accepted for publication April 13, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/06/2548/9 $2.00channel (21–25). Each added monomer displaces its distal
neighbor toward the tip of the filament, the secretion pump
providing the driving force to translocate all flagellins in
the channel toward the growing tip. The flagellin monomers
translocate in an unfolded conformation through the filament
to the distal end of the flagellum, where they fold into an
active conformation and bind to the filament with the help
of a cap protein, thereby extending the flagellum (26).
Though both flagellum and translocating protein are
comprised of flagellin, the term ‘‘flagellin’’ will be used
here to denote only the translocating, unfolded, protein.
Regarding flagellum growth, Iino (16) demonstrated that
the rate of filament elongation in vivo decays exponentially
with length, whereas the growth rate in vitro (allowing
flagellin in bulk water to bind directly to the flagellum tip
without traversing the flagellum) is constant. The in vivo
decrease in rate was shown to result from a decrease in
translocation efficiency as the filament grows. Levy
(27,28) sought to describe the flagellum growth rate in terms
of a concentration gradient of a flagellar binding factor. This
model, developed before the channel structure had been
solved (13), was based on the assumption that flagellin
could freely diffuse from the base to the tip and did not
correctly reproduce the exponential decay in the growth
rate (16). We explain the observed filament growth rate
and its length-dependence in terms of the molecular proper-
ties of unfolded, i.e., translocating, flagellin and of folded
flagellin, helically assembled into a flagellum.
A straightforward approach to the intended study might
be an all-atom simulation of translocating flagellin and the
elongating filament; however, the large size of the flagellum
and the long timescale of growth render this approach
intractable. The authors, rather, adopt a strategy, which
starts from a mathematical model of the translocation-
elongation process; the model describes all propertiesdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.04.036
FIGURE 1 Flagellum structure. The flagellum is built from flagellin
monomers stacked in a helical pattern. (A) The folded flagellin consists
of four domains: D0 (blue), D1 (brown), D2 (red), and D3 (gold). (B)
View along the filament axis shows how the domains are ordered by their
distance from the channel’s center. D0 is the inward most domain. CD0
is the a-helix at the C-terminus of the D0 domain; it comprises the chan-
nel’s inner surface. (C) Side view, with most of the filament monomers
removed, shows how an unfolded flagellin monomer (magenta) spreads
through the filament channel at near-maximal extension.
Flagellin Translocation in Flagellum 2549influencing the process rate, including flagellin density,
compressibility, and friction, and reproduces the observa-
tion reported in Iino (16) as well as overall filament length.
The local physical properties underlying the model are then
verified through molecular dynamics simulations, the model
thus furnishing a bridge between small molecule-short time-
scale properties of the translocating flagellin accessible to
molecular dynamics and the large size-long time behavior
of the growing flagellum accessible to experiment (16).
Below, we present the theoretical description of flagellin
translocation, which includes several assumptions that are
either assumed self-evident or verified through simulation.
Next, we outline the molecular dynamics simulations em-
ployed to verify the assumptions made and to furnish key
system parameters needed to calculate the flagellum growth
rate.METHODS
Our mathematical description of flagellin translocation is based on
a minimum set of rather self-evident assumptions and on certain mechan-
ical properties. The model is shown to agree well with observed growth
rates, in particular, their length dependence. Molecular dynamics simula-
tions carried out to test the relationship between model and molecular char-
acteristics are then described.Theory of flagellin translocation and flagellum
growth
Our description of translocating unfolded flagellin is based on five position-
dependent properties. These properties depend on their distance from thechannel tip, x, and on the length of the flagellum, L. We emphasize that x
denotes the distance from the tip, not from the base. The five characteristics
are:
1. Flagellin density, r(x, L) (in units flagellin/volume).
2. Flagellin pressure, p(x, L) (in units force/area).
3. Friction density, g(x, L) (in units force/area). Note that the friction is due
to atomic interactions at the contact surface between flagellin and
channel.
4. Flagellin flux, f(x, L) (in units flagellin/(time  area)).
5. Translocation velocity, v(x, L) (in units length/time).
The theoretical description begins with a derivation of flagellin pressure,
p(x, L). It then uses this expression to derive expressions for the remaining
four flagellin properties. Finally, the flagellum growth rate is calculated
from these properties. The derivation is based on several conditions, which
the translocating flagellin system must meet for the model to apply. These
conditions are stated and are either argued to be self-evident or are verified
through molecular dynamics simulations.
We start by postulating
Condition 1: Flagellin pressure, p, is isotropic.
The radial pressure which unfolded flagellin exerts against the channel
surface should be equal to the axial pressure which it exerts on its proximal
and distal neighbors,
paxial ¼ pradial: (1)
Indeed, we expect that a denatured protein, a self-avoiding but otherwise
rather flexible polymer, possesses this property typical for a fluid and
does relay compression exerted on it both axially and radially.
The next two postulates,
Condition 2: Friction density, g, is proportional to flagellin
pressure, p,
and
Condition 3: Translocating flagellin is in mechanical equilib-
rium,
are closely related and rely on the fact that the maximum translocation
velocity in the flagellar channel is ~1 nm/ms, whereas the maximum growth
rate, V0, is ~0.1 A˚/ms (16); this slow velocity is central to the behavior of
friction between a flagellin and the channel. For velocities below a critical
velocity, vc (typically ~1 nm/ms), friction is not characterized by a velocity-
dependent dynamic friction, but rather by velocity-independent static fric-
tion (29,30), known as ‘‘creeping’’ static friction (31,32). Because of the
small driving forces and slow translocation rates present in the flagellum,
flagellar friction is due to creeping static friction (33).
The flagellin-channel friction manifests itself through resistance to
lateral (along channel axis) force which, over a segment [x þ dx, x], is
due to the pressure difference at x þ dx and x and measures
flateral ¼ pR2pðx þ dx;LÞ  pR2pðx;LÞ. The resisting force, creeping static
friction, is due to adhesion of flagellin to the channel surface, 2pRdx, and is
stated in the form fresistance ¼ 2pRgðx;LÞdx, where g(x, L) is the static fric-
tion per unit contact area. Both channel surface and translocating flagellin
are fluctuating conformationally, such that adhesion interactions are
constantly formed and broken; as a result flateral imposes a bias that the
flagellin reforms its contacts with the channel further toward the distal
tip; fresistance arises from the number of adhesion spots averaged along the
channel and through time. This average is proportional to the number of
flagellin surface atoms pressing against the channel wall and, hence, is
proportional to the isotropic pressure of flagellin.
Because translocation is so slow, Condition 2 cannot be tested through
simulation. However, we demonstrate below that in the pressure and density
ranges relevant for flagellin transport, pressure and surface contact densityBiophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556
2550 Tanner et al.(number of contacts exposed to channel surface per unit surface area),
namely Ncontact/Acontact, are linearly related as
paxial  Ncontact=Acontact: (2)
We express Condition 2 through
g ¼ ap; (3)
where a is a dimensionless proportionality coefficient, and Condition 3
through
pR2pðx þ dx; LÞ  pR2pðx; LÞ  2pRgðx; LÞdx ¼ 0: (4)
For dx/ 0, this reads
vxpðx; LÞ ¼ ð2=RÞgðx; LÞ: (5)
Equations 3 and 5 combine to the differential equation
vxpðx;LÞ ¼ ð2a=RÞpðx; LÞ; (6)
the solution of which is
pðx; LÞ ¼ p0ðLÞ exp ½ð2a=RÞx: (7)
In Eq. 7, p0(L) is the flagellin pressure at the tip of the flagellum that pushes
flagellin against the cap protein and is controlled through the nonzero force,
ftip (26), with which the cap protein resists flagellin to pass through the tip,
such that the condition
p0ðLÞ ¼ ftip=pR2 (8)
holds. Accordingly, we assume
Condition 4: Flagellin pressure at the flagellar tip is ftip/pR
2.
Equation 8 implies that p(x, L) is L-independent, namely
pðxÞ ¼  ftip=pR2 exp ½ð2a=RÞx: (9)
Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material plots p(x) for the flagellum. Equation 9,
combined with Eq. 3, now yields an expression for friction density,
gðxÞ ¼  ftipa=pR2 exp ½ð2a=RÞx: (10)
A crucial property controlling translocation in the flagellar channel is the
isothermal compressibility, kT, of the translocated flagellin. For a given rela-
tionship between exerted pressure and flagellin density, the compressibility
is kT ¼ V1ðdV=dpÞT, where V ¼ Nr1. If the flagellin atoms were
disconnected, as noninteracting point particles, the ideal gas law would
hold, namely, p ¼ kBT r. This pressure-density relationship is clearly an
oversimplification. A more realistic description represents flagellin as
a so-called Gaussian chain (34,35). In the case of this simple polymer
model holds approximately the relationship
pzkBT

~rþ 1
3
bp4R4L0~r
3

; (11)
as we demonstrate in the Supporting Material. Here b is the so-called effec-
tive bond length for a Gaussian chain (b equals two times the polymer persis-
tence length lp (35)), L0 the length of the polymer chain when it is totally
stretched, and ~r the density of one polymer chain, defined through the poly-
mer atom density/number of the atoms in a single polymer. One can see from
Eq. 11 and the Supporting Material that for increasing ~r holds pzg~rb with
b¼ 3. In this case holds kT¼ 1/bp. In a more realistic description, the actual
exponent b should differ from b ¼ 3 due to atomic interactions that are ne-
glected in the Gaussian chain model (34). Accordingly, we stipulateBiophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556Condition 5: Flagellin pressure is a power of flagellin density.
Namely,
p ¼ gðr=r0Þb; (12)
where r0 ¼ 1 atom/A˚3 is a reference density.
According to Eqs. 9 and 12, flagellin density can now be expressed as
rðxÞ ¼ r0

ftip=gpR
2
1=b
exp ½ð2a=RbÞx: (13)
Fig. S2 plots r(x) for the flagellum. The flagellin flux, f, is the product of
flagellin density, r, and translocation velocity, v,
fðx; LÞ ¼ rðxÞvðx; LÞ: (14)
For the density of flagellin in the channel to be stationary (time-indepen-
dent), protein flux must be independent of x. Equation 14, therefore,
simplifies to
fðLÞ ¼ rðxÞvðx; LÞ: (15)
This expression is most readily evaluated at x ¼ L; for the evaluation, we
assume
Condition 6: Flagellin monomers are pumped into the channel
at a constant power, P.
The pump power, P, equals the product of pressure, cross-sectional area,
and translocation velocity at x ¼ L, i.e., P ¼ pR2pðxÞvðx;LÞjx¼L, which
can be written
vðx; LÞjx¼ L ¼ P=

pR2pðxÞx¼ L: (16)
Equation 15, combined with v(x,L)jx¼L from Eq. 16, r(x)jx¼L from Eq. 13
and p(x)jx¼L from Eq. 9, becomes
fðLÞ ¼ f0 exp ½ð2a=RÞð1=b 1ÞL; (17)
where
f0 ¼ r0

P=ftip

ftip=gpR
2
1=b
: (18)
Finally, one can substitute f(L) from Eq. 17 and r(x) from Eq. 13 into
Eq. 15 and obtain
vðx; LÞ ¼ P=ftip exp f  ð2a=RÞ½L ðL xÞ=bg: (19)
Fig. S3 shows v(x, L) for the flagellum.Rate of flagellin translocation and flagellum
growth
We can now express the growth velocity of the flagellum, V(L) (in units
length/time), as the product of the frequency with which flagellin mono-
mers reach the tip, pR2f(L) and the length which each flagellin contributes
to L, l ¼ 5 A˚/flagellin, namely
VðLÞ ¼ lpR2fðLÞ; (20)
which, by substituting f(L) from Eq. 17, becomes
VðLÞ ¼ V0 exp ðL=aÞ; (21)
where
a ¼ ðR=2aÞ=ð1 1=bÞ; (22)
and
TABLE 1 Simulations performed
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
PpR2=ftip

ftip=gpR
2
1=b
: (23)
For b/ 1, the decay length, a, becomes infinite and, therefore, the growth
rate would be constant such that V(L) ¼ V0 holds in contrast to observation
(16); thus, it is essential that b > 1 be established.
By defining the growth rate as the change in length with respect to time,
i.e., V ¼ dL(t)/dt, Eq. 21 can be integrated to express flagellum length as
a function of time,
dLðtÞ=dt ¼ V0 exp ½LðtÞ=a; (24)
the solution of which, for Lð0Þ ¼ 0, is
LðtÞ ¼ a ln ð1þ V0t=aÞ: (25)
Fig. S4 presents L(t) for the flagellum.
This concludes the derivation of expressions for length, growth rate, and
the five flagellin translocation properties. These expressions offer a wealth
of insight into flagellin translocation through the long, confining flagellar
channel and why the growth rate decays exponentially with length. Equa-
tion 13 states that, as the flagellum grows, flagellin density at the base
increases. As a result, friction at the base grows (refer to Eq. 10). Increasing
friction causes pressure to increase at the base (refer to Eq. 9). Because the
secretion system operates at constant power, the increasing pressure
required to pump in flagellin at the base means that the rate of insertion
must decrease proportionally, thereby slowing the rate of translocation
and, consequently, filament growth.
According to Eq. 25, the flagellum can grow infinitely long. What,
then, halts the flagellum’s growth at Lmax ¼ 20 mm (16)? The answer
is that even though the pump at the base of the filament operates at
a constant power P, its force cannot increase indefinitely. In fact, when
the pump reaches its stall force, fstall, filament elongation ceases, namely
(refer to Eq. 9)
fstall ¼ ftip exp
ð2a=RÞLmax: (26)
From this follows
Lmax ¼ ðR=2aÞ ln

fstall=ftip

: (27)
The result shows that the maximum length of a flagellum can be extended
by either increasing the ratio fstall/ftip, or by decreasing the coefficient of
friction, a, defined in Eq. 3. Due to the weak, namely only logarithmic,
dependence on fstall/ftip, a is the primary control of Lmax.
Name Type Residues Channel Atoms Time
5A Comp. 1–164 5 A˚ cyl. 23,232 10 ns
5B Comp. 165–329 5 A˚ cyl. 23,142 10 ns
5C Comp. 330–494 5 A˚ cyl. 24,988 10 ns
7A Comp. 1–164 7 A˚ cyl. 31,811 10 ns
7B Comp. 165–329 7 A˚ cyl. 32,721 10 ns
7C Comp. 330–494 7 A˚ cyl. 33,800 10 ns
9A Comp. 1–164 9 A˚ cyl. 34,186 10 ns
9B Comp. 165–329 9 A˚ cyl. 32,077 10 ns
9C Comp. 330–494 9 A˚ cyl. 31,787 10 ns
CD0 Trans. 1–100 CD0 69,664 52 ns
Equil. Equil. 1–164 60 cyls. 2445 447 ns
The first nine (Comp.) are simulations of unfolded flagellin being
compressed in a cylinder (cyl.). The 10th simulation (Trans.) models
flagellin translocation through the flagellum channel. The Equil. group of
60 simulations equilibrate flagellin segment A in cylinders of different
geometries; these simulations employed an implicit solvent description.Verification of flagellin translocation model
Below, Conditions 1 and 5 are verified for the flagellum through molecular
dynamics simulations. It will be demonstrated how compressing flagellin
in a cylinder allows one to measure the needed physical characteristics as
a function of flagellin density. Conditions 2 and 3 are assumed to hold true
for the flagellum because the translocation velocity is extremely slow
compared to the relaxation processes during translocation. Condition 2
relies on theoretical arguments given above, the key one being a linear
relationship between pressure and the average number of adhesion points
as stated by Eq. 2. Certainly, the linearity stated in Eq. 3 can hold only
over a limited pressure interval, but should hold for the low pressures
as they arise in flagellar transport. This will be demonstrated below.
Condition 6 is evident for biological pumps, which operate by ATP hydro-
lysis at some fixed rate and have been shown to slow down under
increasing load (36,37).SIMULATIONS CARRIED OUT
Molecular dynamics simulation methods
Ten nonequilibrium all-atom molecular dynamics simula-
tions were performed (see Table 1) to study flagellin trans-
location and verify the conditions underlying our theoretical
description. The first nine simulations involve a segment of
unfolded flagellin being compressed in a cylinder (see
Fig. 2); the 10th simulation is for a segment of flagellin
translocated through the actual flagellar channel (see
Fig. 3). We carried out also 60 simulations of a flagellin
segment equilibrating in implicit solvent while confined to
cylinders of different, but fixed, lengths and radii. Simula-
tions were prepared and analyzed using VMD (38) and
carried out with NAMD (39).
In each simulation, temperaturewas held at 300Kby aLan-
gevin thermostat, and a pressure of 1 atm was maintained by
a Nose´-Hoover Langevin-piston barostat with a period of
200 fs and a decay rate of 300 fs; periodic boundary conditions
were assumed.Multiple time steppingwas employed using an
integration timestep of 1 fs, with short-range forces evaluated
every two timesteps and long-range electrostatic forces every
four timesteps. The short-range forces were smoothed with
a cutoff between 10 and 12 A˚, while long-range electrostatic
interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald
algorithm. All simulations used the CHARMM22 (40) force
field togetherwith the TIP3Pwatermodel (41).A salt strength
of 200 mM KCl was assumed to neutralize the charge of the
system and in keeping with experiment (16). The structure
for flagellin monomers of Salmonella typhimurium was ob-
tained from the Protein Data Bank (code 1UCU (17)). The
structure of the flagellar filament was solved by Yonekura
et al. (13,17) and others (18,19,42).Flagellin preparation
Flagellin was unfolded by fixing the N-terminal residue and
pulling the C-terminal residue by steered molecularBiophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556
FIGURE 2 Flagellin compression simulation. To study the effects of
confinement and density on translocation, three denatured flagellin
segments, A, B, and C, were compressed in cylinders of radii 5, 7, and
9 A˚. The piston walls (shown as black vertical lines) were moved toward
each other from time t0 (flagellin backbone in blue) to time tf (flagellin
backbone in red) at a velocity of 10 A˚/ns. (Arrows) Piston force.
2552 Tanner et al.dynamics (43) in vacuum to a linear density of 0.25 resi-
dues/A˚. Once stretched, the monomer was divided into three
segments of equal length for the purpose of accelerated
independent sampling: segment A with residues 1–164,
segment B with residues 165–329, and segment C with resi-
dues 330–494. Copies of each stretched segment contracted
and then equilibrated for 3 ns in a periodic water box while
confined to cylinders of three different radii, namely 5, 7,
and 9 A˚, making nine segments, labeled 5A–9C, as listed
in Table 1. Confinement to cylinders, achieved computation-
ally through a Tcl force (39) (an external, user-specified
force), involved a radial force f ¼ k  max(r  rc,0) to
the backbone atoms, where r is the atom’s distance from
the cylinder axis and rc is the cylinder radius; for k we
assumed a value 10 (kcal/mol)/A˚2.Compression
The flagellin segments, still confined to their respective radii,
were axially compressed by another Tcl force (39), on the
right side by f ¼ k  max(x  xc,0), and on the left side
by f¼kmin(xþ xc,0), where x is the atom’s x coordinate
(along the axis of the cylinder) and5xc is the position of the
right and left compression walls (shown as vertical lines in
Fig. 2). The walls move inward as the compression prog-FIGURE 3 Flagellin translocation simulation. To simulate flagellin trans-
location through the flagellum, flagellin was pushed 52 A˚ through a channel
lined by the CD0 domain (light brown). The repeating arginine residues of
the CD0 domains are shown (dark blue); the acidic and basic residues of the
translocated flagellin are also shown (dark red and dark blue, respectively).
One of several transient salt bridges is shown with the interacting acidic and
basic residues (colored light red and light blue, respectively).
Biophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556resses according to xc¼ x0 – vt, where x0¼ 120 A˚ is the initial
position of the compression walls, v¼ 10 A˚/ns is the velocity
at which the compression walls move inward, and t is the
simulation time; one simulated system is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Axial and radial pressure were calculated as the force
exerted by the cylinder’s two axial walls and radial wall on
the protein, respectively, divided by their respective areas.
Density was calculated as the number of protein atoms
divided by the cylinder’s changing volume.Equilibration
To test the relationship between axial and radial pressure
and density at equilibrium, flagellin segment A was equili-
brated in cylinders of several lengths (L ¼ 150, 165, 180,
195, 210, 225 A˚) and radii (R ¼ 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14 A˚) for several nanoseconds each. Larger cylinders
were equilibrated longer according to radius: 5 A˚ for
5.5 ns, 6–7 A˚ for 6 ns, 8–9 A˚ for 7 ns, 10–11 A˚ for 8 ns,
and 12–14 A˚ for 9 ns, totaling 447 ns of equilibration
time. For accelerated equilibration, the generalized Born
implicit solvent, model GBOBC II (44), implemented in
NAMD (39), was employed. The following parameters
were changed in going from explicit to implicit solvent
simulations: the barostat, periodic boundary conditions,
and particle-mesh Ewald were not employed; the
nonbonded interaction cutoff was increased to 14 A˚; the
cutoff for calculating Born radii was set to 12 A˚; and an
implicit ion concentration of 0.5 M was assumed. The
surface contact density is measured as the number of surface
contacts (defined as any atom outside the cylinder) divided
by the cylinder radial surface averaged over the trajectory.Translocation
Flagellin translocationwas simulated by pushing a denatured
segment of flagellin through the flagellar channel. The initial
flagellar channel was built from 44 repeating flagellin mono-
mers arranged helically according to the flagellum structure
reported in Yonekura et al. (13). The flagellin segment result-
ing from simulation 5A (see Table 1), after equilibration, but
before compression, was truncated to 100 residues to fit the
flagellum segment. This truncated segment still represents
the behavior of the entire flagellin as a denatured protein,
and contains the charged residues which are important for
forming the transient salt bridges. The flagellin was placed
in the filament channel without cylindrical restraints and,
after removing overlapping water molecules, the full system
was equilibrated for 1 ns.
During translocation, the backbone atoms of the
channel were held in place by harmonic restraints
(k ¼ 1 (kcal/mol)/A˚), while a Tcl force (39) was applied to
the flagellin’s backbone atoms to induce translocation.
The force applied to each backbone atom was f ¼ k 
min(x xc,0), with k¼1 (kcal/mol)/A˚, where x is the atom’s
Flagellin Translocation in Flagellum 2553coordinate along the channel axis, and x0 is the wall position;
the wall was moved toward the tip at a velocity of 100 A˚/ns
for 2.5 ns and then at a velocity of 1 A˚/ns for 52 ns. The simu-
lated channel originally required four full repeats (44 mono-
mers) to span the truncated flagellin segment 5A; after 2.5 ns,
the 5A segment had compressed to half its original length
such that the channel could be shortened to two repeats
without affecting system behavior. Because the CD0 helices
are the only part of the flagellar channel in contact with the
translocating flagellin (17), all other domains were removed
from the channel structure, reducing computational cost; the
resulting CD0 channel with translocating flagellin is shown
in Fig. 3.FIGURE 4 Isotropic pressure of unfolded flagellin. Radial (y axis) versus
axial (x axis) pressure for nine compression simulations in cylinders of
radius 5 A˚ (green), 7 A˚ (red), and 9 A˚ (blue). Each data point represents
a 10-ps snapshot of the pressures as compression progresses (from bottom
left to top right). (Inset) Radial versus axial pressure for 60 equilibrium
simulations; each point represents the average pressure of a single simula-
tion. Linear least-squares fit demonstrates paxial ¼ 0.97 pradial.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular dynamics simulations carried out are analyzed to
test Conditions 1, 2, and 5 and to illustrate the translocation
of flagellin in the actual channel. It is crucial that our simu-
lations probe flagellin properties in ranges relevant to the
flagellum. For this reason, plots of p(x), r(x), and v(x, L)
are provided in Fig. S1, Fig. S2, and Fig. S3. Fig. S2 shows
the relevant flagellin density range, [0.011, 0.12] atoms/A˚3.Test of Condition 1
Condition 1 states that the pressure of cylindrically
confined, unfolded flagellin is isotropic. The 9 compression
and 60 equilibrium simulations allow complementary
comparisons of axial and radial pressure. The compression
simulations allow measurement of pressure across a contin-
uous range of densities with the caveat that, even though the
compression rate is slow, the compression process may still
be off equilibrium. The equilibrium simulations, on the
other hand, allow pressure measurements under equilibrium
conditions, but only at discrete densities as determined by
the selected volumes of the 60 cylinders. Fig. 4 presents
the data for the compression simulations.
The relationship between axial and radial pressure is
paxial ¼ 2.9 pradial, which verifies that axial and radial pres-
sure are proportional under slow compression conditions.
The axial pressure is larger than the radial pressure as the
compression walls must move the flagellin tens of
A˚ngstroms through the viscous water that is getting expelled
from the shrinking cylinder. The inset to Fig. 4 presents the
data for the equilibrium simulations; under equilibrium
conditions, axial and radial pressure are observed to be
related by paxial ¼ 0.97 pradial, which supports isotropicity
and verifies Condition 1. Movie S1 in the Supporting
Material demonstrates compression simulation 9A.Test of Condition 2
The equilibrium simulations of confined flagellin allow
comparison of the radial pressure of the flagellin and thedegree to which it contacts the confining cylinder, represent-
ing the channel. Fig. S5, which plots surface contact density
against radial pressure for the equilibrium simulations,
shows that surface contact density for each independent
simulation is directly proportional to radial flagellin pres-
sure. This result verifies that increasing flagellin pressure
increases contact density, which in turn increases static
friction, as stipulated in Condition 2.Test of Condition 5
Both compression and equilibrium simulations allow char-
acterization of pressure and density for the confined
unfolded flagellin. The pressure-versus-density data are
shown in Fig. 5. To test Condition 5, the data presented in
Fig. 5 were fitted to Eq. 12. For the compression simulations,
the axial and radial pressures (in units (kcal/mol)/A˚3) relate
to density by paxial ¼ 36ðr=r0Þ3 and pradial ¼ 26ðr=r0Þ3:6,
whereas the aggregate data are described by p ¼
29ðr=r0Þ3:1. The inset to Fig. 5 shows, for the equilibrium
simulations, flagellin pressure and density related by p ¼
15ðr=r0Þ3:2. Although both types of simulation agree on
bz 3.2, g from the equilibrium simulations is half that of
the compression simulations. The different g-values in equi-
librium and nonequilibrium compression simulations arise
from the flagellin in the compression simulation having to
dynamically compress through viscous water and squeeze
explicit water out of the shrinking cylinder, as it becomes
increasingly occupied by compressed flagellin, which adds
a compression rate-dependent pressure.
To illustrate how far the Gaussian chain pressure-density
relationship in Eq. 11 holds, we compare the prediction of
this expression with the equilibrium simulation results
(see data point in Fig. 5 denoted through an arrow) for theBiophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556
FIGURE 5 Pressure versus density of unfolded flagellin. Flagellin pres-
sure versus density for nine compression simulations at cylinder radius
5 A˚ (green), 7 A˚ (red), and 9 A˚ (blue). (Upper three curves) Axial pressure.
(Lower three curves) Radial pressure. Each data point represents a 10-ps
snapshot as the compression progresses (from bottom left to top right).
(Two black curves) Average fit of Eq. 12 to the axial (p ¼ 36(r/r0)3) and
radial (p¼ 26(r/r0)3.6) pressures (in units (kcal/mol)/[Angstrom symbol]3).
(Inset) Radial (red) and axial (blue) pressure versus density for 60 equilib-
rium simulations (each data point marks the average pressure and density of
a single simulation). (Black curve) Average fit of Eq. 12 to the axial and
radial pressures (p ¼ 15(r/r0)3.2). (Arrow) Location of an R ¼ 13 A˚, L ¼
150 A˚ data point used to match the Gaussian chain model to simulation
data, with b (refer to Eq. 11) as the fitting parameter. (Purple highlight)
Pressure and density range relevant to the flagellum.
TABLE 2 Flagellin translocation parameters
Parameter Value Source
(1) Lmax 20 mm Iino (16)
(2) V0 91 A˚/s Iino (16)
(3) f0 435 atoms/A˚
2/s Iino (16)
2554 Tanner et al.low density of ratom ¼ 3.07  102 atoms/A˚3 and for
Natom ¼ 2445 (i.e., ~r ¼ ratom/Natom ¼ 1.25  105 A˚–3)
as well as for R ¼ 13 A˚, L ¼ 150 A˚, L0 z 164  5 A˚,
and T ¼ 300 K. For a choice b ¼ 40.5 A˚, one obtains
from Eq. 11 agreement with the simulated pressure p ¼
4.33  105 (kcal/mol)/A3. The persistence length of the
flexible polymer chain would be half of the effective bond
length, b (35), i.e., it would be 20 A˚, which falls into the
persistence length range of 5–25 A˚ expected for unfolded
protein (45–47) ; for example, the observed and theoretical
persistence length of poly-L-alanine is ~20 A˚ (see (48)).
Movie S1, which shows a compression simulation for R ¼
9 A˚, is provided in the Supporting Material.(4) a 3.7 mm Iino (16)
(5) l 5 A˚/7197 atoms Namba et al. (15)
(6) R 10 A˚ Yonekura et al. (17)
(7) b 3.2 Fig. 5
(8) g 15 (kcal/mol)/A˚3 Fig. 5
(9) a 2  104 Eq. 22
P ftip fstall
(a) 1 3e-6 8e-3
(b) 10 9e-5 0.2
(c) 100 3e-3 7
Parameters 1–6 are taken from the listed references; parameters 7 and 8 are
measured from the equilibrium simulations; parameter 9 is calculated from
the previously listed values and the listed equation. Regarding parameter 5,
each flagellin monomer consists of 7197 atoms and contributes roughly 5 A˚
to flagellum length. Items a–c list three possible P values (in units (kcal/
mol)/s) along with the respective ftip and fstall values (in units (kcal/mol)/
A˚) that are consistent with Eqs. 23 and 26.Flagellin translocation
To view the behavior of translocating flagellin in its
channel environment, a 100-residue segment of flagellin
was pushed through a flagellar channel as illustrated in
Fig. 3. During the translocation simulation, of the many
flagellin-channel interactions observed, the most striking
ones are a series of salt bridges formed; a salt bridge
was considered to be formed if the oxygen atom of the
acidic residue and the nitrogen atom of the basic residue
came within a distance of 3.2 A˚. During the 52-ns simu-
lation, 30 salt bridges were observed, 18 within flagellin
and 12 between flagellin and channel. The flagellin-
channel salt bridges persisted, on average, for 1–1.5 ns,Biophysical Journal 100(11) 2548–2556corresponding to 1–1.5 A˚ displacement of the flagellin
along the channel; at the much slower in vivo transloca-
tion rate, these salt bridges may persist much longer.
Movie S2, provided in the Supporting Material, depicts
the simulated translocation and highlights one such salt
bridge.
The prevalence of salt bridges stimulated the investiga-
tion of the importance of charged residues across different
species of flagellin. Using the VMD (38) plugin MultiSeq
(49), multiple sequence alignment of both Salmonella and
Escherichia coli flagellin showed a conserved SLLX motif
at the C-terminus (the terminus exposed to the channel inte-
rior). In Salmonella, X is Arg494, which places a positively
charged residue along the inner surface of the channel. In
E. coli, X changes to GlnArg, which eliminates this positive
charge; however, there is a co-mutation of Gln481 to Lys481;
Lys481 is spatially adjacent to X and, thus, restores the posi-
tively charged residue to location 494. The conservation of
a charged residue X suggests it to be important for translo-
cation. Studies of the flagellum with X mutated to neutral
residues could shed light on the impact of salt-bridge forma-
tion on translocation.Agreement with experiment
It is remarkable that our simple model of flagellin transloca-
tion agrees so well with available experimental data on how
friction in the channel causes the growth rate to decay expo-
nentially with length. The strength of our model is further
demonstrated by comparison with experiment.
For quantitative study of the flagellum, we first identify
the physical system parameters needed in our description;
Table 2 presents the required parameters. Lmax, V0, f0, a,
Flagellin Translocation in Flagellum 2555and l are experimentally known for the flagellum, whereas
b and g are taken from the fit of Eq. 12 to the equilibrium
simulations as presented in Fig. 5. The power of the flagellar
pump, P (from which ftip and fstall can be directly calculated),
is not experimentally known; we therefore list in Table 2
reasonable values for P and the respective values for fstall
and ftip that are consistent with Eqs. 23 and 26. For quantita-
tive analysis we will assume P ¼ 100 (kcal/mol)/s, taken
from the viral DNA packaging motor (36,37). Naturally,
following our description and simulations, the system
parameters listed in Table 2 can be determined for flagella
of other species.
The parameter a is neither known experimentally nor can
it be determined directly for our simulations; a can,
however, be computed by employing known parameters a,
R, and b in Eq. 22. The very small a ¼ 2  104, pivotal
to the relationship between pressure and friction (refer to
Eq. 3), suggests that very little of the radial force is trans-
lated into axial static friction, consistent with the low forces
of creeping static friction. In contrast, an a-value of ~1
would decrease the decay length from a ¼ 3.6 mm to a ¼
3.6 A˚, not allowing the flagellum to grow.
From Eq. 25, it can be calculated that the flagellum
grows to its maximal length in roughly 24 h; this growth
time is consistent with Iino (16), where it is reported that
flagella grow to ~10 mm in only a few hours, but require
>10 h to reach 15 mm. We argued above (compare to
Eq. 27) that the pump’s stall force prevents the flagellum
from infinite growth. Employing the parameters of Table 2
in Eq. 27 suggests that a stall force of 7 (kcal/mol)/A˚ corre-
sponds to a maximal length of 20 mm; this stall force
agrees qualitatively with the viral DNA packaging motor’s
stall force of ~1 (kcal/mol)/A˚ (36). Fig. S4 illustrates how
the force at the base of the flagellum, required to pump
additional flagellin monomers into channel, grows with
time; when the force at the flagellum base reaches fstall,
growth ceases.CONCLUSION
The exploration of flagellin translocation was facilitated by
guidance of a theoretical model, which narrows the scope of
properties which simulations need to address. For example,
though the theoretical model describes several flagellin
properties as a function of x, it also allows the properties
to be expressed in terms of density independent of x; there-
fore, the simulations could explore friction and pressure as
a function of density instead of having to simulate along
an extremely long filament focusing on x dependence. The
theoretical model also furnished clear tests for validation
as well as a clear framework for interpreting the results in
terms of actual flagellin properties.
Our model of flagellin translocation links local and short
time properties to overall translocation, allowing the
compression simulations, which cover only nanometers insize and nanoseconds in time, to represent the growing
flagellum, which grows several micrometers in length over
several hours.
The theoretical description concludes that the flagellum
growth rate decreases exponentially with length because
of protein compression and friction between translocating
flagellin and flagellar channel increasing proportionally
along the flagellum. The growth rate calculated agrees
with Iino (16), who experimentally measured the growth
rate decaying exponentially with length and showed it to
be caused by decreasing translocation efficiency.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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